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• Cochrane review in asthma  
A Cochrane review found that current evidence does not support the use of combination therapy 
with inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) plus a long-acting beta2-agonist (LABA) as first choice 
preventer therapy in adults and children with persistent asthma, without a prior trial of ICS alone. 
 
Health professionals should follow the BTS/SIGN guideline on the management of asthma.  For patients 
not adequately controlled on a short-acting beta2-agonist when required (step 1), ICS are the first choice 
regular preventer therapy (step 2). Current evidence does not support using combination therapy with an 
ICS plus a LABA (step 3) as first choice preventer therapy, without a prior trial of ICS alone. 
As discussed in a MeReC Bulletin on asthma, a small but significant increase in serious adverse events 
and asthma mortality has been observed with LABAs in some meta-analyses. This appears to be 
substantially reduced, but perhaps not abolished when LABAs are used concurrently with an ICS.  
 
To ensure safe use, the Commission on Human Medicines has advised that for the management of 
chronic asthma, LABAs should: 
 

•  only be used in conjunction with an ICS (step 3). 

•  be added only if regular use of standard-dose ICSs has failed to control asthma adequately  

•  not be initiated in patients with rapidly deteriorating asthma  
•  be introduced at a low dose and the effect properly monitored before considering dose increase  

•  be discontinued in the absence of benefit  

•  be reviewed as clinically appropriate: stepping down therapy should be considered when good long-

term asthma control has been achieved.  
 

Despite current guideline recommendations, data from observational studies indicate that the 
introduction of LABAs in mild asthma is still common in adults and children, without a prior trial of ICS 
alone.  

 

•  NICE reissues CG67 
NICE has reissued its guideline on cardiovascular risk assessment and lipid modification (CG67) 
removing the recommendation to use a specific method for risk estimation (based on the Framingham 
equation).  QRISK is an alternative method that can be considered. All other recommendations in the 
guideline are unchanged. 
 
•  Safety of high dose statins 
The media has given a high profile recently to the results of the SEARCH study, which showed (not 
surprisingly) that simvastatin 80mg caused more adverse effects than simvastatin 20mg.  Some reports 
are claiming that other high dose statins may be safer than simvastatin 80mg – but as there is no direct 
head to head comparison of atorvastatin 80mg and simvastatin 80mg, in any indication, we have no way 
of knowing which would be better tolerated. All the trial evidence that does exist (A to Z, TNT, IDEAL, 
PROVE-IT and SEARCH) suggests that tolerability for any statin goes down as the dose goes up.  
 
It is expected that the MHRA may issue a statement on this in the next few weeks, but in the meantime 
prescribers are advised to continue to follow NICE on lipid modification and to remember that NICE 
states that high dose statins should be “considered” only for specific patient groups e.g. some patients 
with diabetes, some patients with established stable cardiovascular disease and in Acute Coronary 
Syndrome. 
The most benefit comes from the initial dose i.e. simvastatin 40mg.  Some patients may benefit further 
from a higher dose, but the risks and the benefits must be carefully considered.   
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